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India comprises of seven states Assam, Arunachal Pradesh,
Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Tripura. This
region has been the theatre of insurgency and ethnic-based
armed conflicts for more than half a century making the
region one of South Asias most disturbed areas. The instability
in Northeast India is characterized by two distinct factors
ethnic clashes among the indigenous groups and political
movement against the Union Government. The conflicting
dynamics in the Northeast ranges from insurgency for
secession to insurgency for autonomy, from terrorism to
ethnic clashes, to problems of continuous inflow of migrants
and the fight over resources. Moreover, vested interests and
inter tribal and inter factional rivalry have led militant groups
to continually clash among themselves, plunging the region in
a vicious cycle of militancy, social violence and lack of
economic growth. These armed conflicts have given impetus to
small arms proliferation, narcotics trade and a parallel
economy. The democratic deficits and how the Central
Government and the states have addressed these concerns are
of interest. The location of the region, politically and
geographically, has a fundamental bearing on it and...
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Very useful to all of category of people. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to go through
once more again in the foreseeable future. I realized this book from my i and dad advised this publication to find out.
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This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of
the pdf. You may like how the article writer create this pdf.
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